
Man Washing on a Railway Platform Outside Delhi 

 

It’s the way he stands 

nearly naked in the winter sun 

turning on and off the railway 

station tap. I have seen people 

look less reverent tuning Mozart. 

I have seen hands give coins 

to beggars appear nonchalant 

compared to the way his hands 

give this water to his body. 

Don’t tell me this is a man 

released for a moment 

out of poverty, a man who wants 

the penance of each cold drop; 

a man who wants the smell 

of his neighbours to vanish 

from his skin, who wants to taste 

what is beyond the scum 

and effluent of the village ditch. 

And don’t tell me each drop 

he takes to glisten his body 

will never be neutral, though 

he holds each clear spill 

with equality. It isn’t just  

the water. It’s the way his hands 

take the water from the tap 

to his body. It’s the way 

he attends each pore. It’s the way 

he decants the water back 

and forth as if receiving 

instruction for the repetition 

of the names of God. And it’s 

the way he knows his poverty 

without privacy—and the way, 

though the water is free, 

he takes careful litres. 
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  Some of the bats are elbowing their way  

  along the branches, a collection of broken  

  business umbrellas. Some hang like charred  

 

  pods, or look like furry oriental fruit   

  wrapped in silk sashes. Others are handling  

  the stretch of their black elastomer wings  

 

  as carefully as women checking for snags  

  in their stockings, ready to step out for the night. 

  But the smell of the place—decades  

 

  of urine, faeces, birth fluids, rotting body  

  parts and figs, putrid as a munitions factory 

   with its cloying nitrates, its biting ammonia.  

 

  At dusk when the bats take off, the sky  

  becomes a long sheet of gothic lettering— 

  some won’t return, they’ll swing by their  

 

  feet on highwires, doomed stuntmen 

  still in their leathers. Newly-orphaned bats,  

  grief-stricken, will roost on Hills hoists,  

 

  snuggle against the lingerie and socks, 

  the sharp metal squeaks sounding like calls  

  from their mothers. Some believe bats  

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

are demons’ hand puppets, the souls of  

  unburied infants, death-messengers nibbling  

  at the edges of our dreams, but I love to listen  

 

  to them sending out their clicks and squeaks,  

  flying under the moon, the crystal brew  

  of stars; how after sweeping upwards, they’ll  

 

  backtrack to parks, yards, hearing all the angles  

  and contours in our gardens, soliloquising  

  their way through tunnels and labyrinths,  

 

  weighing their love of nectar with the love  

  of night-flight—scent-resonators  

  of the season. Now high in these branches  

 

  they’re as chatty as children fuelled by  

  afternoon sugars. They hug themselves lightly, 

  closely, the way tree-lovers hug wood.  

 

 

 

 


